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LEGISLATIVE CONSTITUTIONALISM & FEDERAL INDIAN LAW 

Maggie Blackhawk 

It is impossible to conceive a doctrine more opposed to the Constitution of our choice, than that a decision as  
to the constitutionality of all legislative acts rests solely with the Judiciary Department; it is removing the 
cornerstone on which our federal compact rests; it is taking from the people the ultimate sovereignty, and 
conferring it on agents appointed for specified purposes. – Albany Register, March 5, 1799i  
 
[] Congress may not legislatively supersede our decisions interpreting and applying the  
Constitution. – Dickerson v. United States, 530 U.S. 428 (2000) 
 
[Our earlier cases], then, are not determinative because Congress has enacted a new statute, relaxing 
restrictions on the bounds of inherent tribal authority that the United States recognizes.  And that fact makes 
all the difference.  – United States v. Lara, 541 U.S. 193 (2004) 

 
 The United States has reached a moment in its constitutional history when the Supreme 

Court has asserted itself as not only one of, but the exclusive audience to ask and answer questions 

of constitutional meaning and constitutional law.  In decision after decision, the Court has declared 

the federal judiciary as the primary forum and itself the primary arbiter of constitutional conflict and 

debate.ii  The Court has asserted its methods—text, history, tradition—as the preeminent modes of 

constitutionalism.  The Court has also established the superiority of its substantive vision of 

constitutional law and values—including a narrowed vision of equality as “equal treatment” as the 

sole vision of equality recognized by our constitutional framework.iii  This “juricentric 

constitutionalism” has relegated the other, so-called political branches to a second-class status with 

respect to the Constitution.iv  Not only has the dominance of the Court dampened our constitutional 

culture writ large, but it has also occluded the ways that the Congress and the executive branch, as 

unique institutions, play distinctive and vital roles within constitutional lawmaking.  This Article 

explores what lessons public law scholars might draw from federal Indian law in building an 

alternative constitutional culture to our current, and deeply flawed, juricentric system.    
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The United States arrived at this constitutional moment in part due to accretion.  As 

Congress has fallen into dysfunction and increasingly stalled, the Supreme Court stepped into the 

breach.v  But it has also arrived at this moment because of a belief that our constitutional order 

requires aggressive and exclusive judicial review by the Supreme Court.vi  Without the “least 

dangerous branch,”vii who would enforce the limits set by the constitution?  Many of our current 

government leaders came of age steeped in Alexander Bickel, John Hart Ely, and debates over the 

counter-majoritarian difficulty.viii  Our current Supreme Court, educated almost entirely at Harvard 

and Yale Law Schools, are students of these men, if not their theories. ix  The lessons of the Warren 

Court and the Civil Rights Revolution seemingly taught us that courts were the sanctuaries of 

subordinated minorities and that constitutional failures, like that of slavery and Jim Crow 

segregation, could be resolved by calling forth the power and empathy of the Supreme Court.x      

So, what is to be done once scholars and the public lose the taken-for-granted belief that 

aggressive judicial review is necessary or even beneficial for our constitutional framework?  How 

does one navigate a Supreme Court that is hostile to fundamental constitutional values, especially in 

the context of minority protection, rather than the best suited “pronouncer and guardian of such 

values”?xi  

This article offers some preliminary answers to these questions through the lens of Native 

people and their advocacy strategies, histories, constitutional philosophies, and the legal frameworks 

that govern them.  The body of law that governs the relationship between Native peoples, Native 

nations, and the United States—termed federal Indian law—offers a unique perspective on the 

distinctive roles of the other branches in making and interpreting constitutional law.xii   Of course, 

the success of Native advocates in shaping the United States constitutional system should not be 

overstated, nor should it be washed of the blood of generations of Native men, women, and 

children required to secure even the most tenuous constitutional change.  But this Article begins to 
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explore the ways that the resilience of Native advocates, their innovative strategies and the legal 

frameworks born of those strategies offer lessons for our current constitutional moment.   

However imperfect, the framework of federal Indian law has reshaped fundamentally the 

constitutional structure of the United States, often forming the only backstop against the seemingly 

endless American colonial project.  Most of these fundamental constitutional changes have taken 

place without the involvement of the federal courts.  Through petitioning, lobbying, diplomacy, and 

even military standoffs, Native advocates have built and rebuilt the modern framework of federal 

Indian law—a framework that recognizes tribal sovereignty and supports self-determination and 

collaborative lawmaking.xiii  Federal Indian law has thus reshaped the face of United States 

government from the Congress to the American state, as well as its federalist and constitutional 

framework.   

Most important for our current constitutional moment, many of these constitutional changes 

have taken root in the face of open hostility by the Supreme Court.  In contrast to generalist 

scholars of public law, scholars of federal Indian law have long understood Native people to be the 

proverbial indigenous “canary” in the coal mine of American democracy.  As Felix Cohen famously 

stated, “[l]ike the miner’s canary, the Indian marks the shifts from fresh air to poison gas in our 

political atmosphere; and our treatment of Indians, even more than our treatment of other 

minorities, reflects the rise and fall in our democratic faith.”xiv  With respect to the Supreme Court, 

Native people have been the canary in an often hostile coal mine.  Most notably, Native people did 

not experience the legal gains before the Court seen by other marginalized groups during the reign 

of Thurgood Marshall.xv  The primary protections by the courts came during the tenure of a much 

earlier Marshall, Chief Justice John Marshall.xvi  But these gains were over one hundred fifty years 

prior and were so short-lived as to not prevent the bloodshed of removal, including the Trail of 

Tears a handful of years later.xvii  Exploring the constitutional development of federal Indian law 
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offers insights into alternative ways of understanding the function of judicial review and of the place 

of Congress and the executive in helping to interpret, make, and enforce constitutional law.  As this 

Article aims to show, in the context of federal Indian law, the formation of the doctrine occurred 

often through conflict with Congress and through the constant activism of Native peoples.   

Congress has been at the heart of these constitutional reforms in three primary areas:  First, 

Congress has restructured the federalist framework to affirm national power as central to Indian 

affairs and has cemented the boundaries between Native nations and the several states.  During the 

very first congress, Congress passed the first of a series of Trade & Intercourse Acts that affirmed 

federal power over Indian Country and limited state power and Congress later reinforced the 

separation of state jurisdiction from Indian Country within each state’s enabling act.xviii  Congress 

continues to structure the relationship between states and Native nations today through 

collaborative lawmaking frameworks like the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act and by ratifying and 

enforcing agreements between states and Native nations.xix  Second, Congress has affirmed and 

structured the recognition of inherent tribal sovereignty and it continues to structure and facilitate 

today the ongoing government-to-government relationship between the United States and the over 

570 federally recognized Native nations it recognizes.xx  Today, Native nations govern hundreds of 

thousands of tribal members and land masses larger than several states—all as semi-sovereign 

enclave states enclosed within the alleged territorial borders of the United States.xxi  Through a series 

of self-determination statutes, beginning in the 1930s and continuing in the 1970s, Congress has also 

recognized the ability of Native nations to assume administration of federal regulatory schemes, 

receive federal funds to administer federal welfare programs, contract with other United States 

governments, and to assume control of hospitals, schools, and other infrastructure within Indian 

Country run previously by the national government.xxii  Finally, Congress has reshaped the structure 

of the United States government across all three branches to facilitate better representation of 
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Native nations and Native people.  In addition to establishing specialized committees with its own 

chambers,xxiii Congress has also most notably reshaped the face of the American state and placed 

Native peoples at the helm of that state.  Today, Native nations are governed by a specialized branch 

of executive, the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA).  As of 2010, because of hiring preferences 

established by the Congress beginning in the 1930s, 95% of employees within the BIA were citizens 

of Native nations.xxiv  Excluded from the promise of birthright citizenship in the Fourteenth 

Amendment, Congress created a complex form of citizenship for Native people by statute in the 

1920s—a form of citizenship that allowed Native people to retain allegiance to their Native nations 

and serve as the first dual-nationals recognized by the United States.  The lessons of Native 

movements, struggles, and successes to establish these fundamental changes are myriad.  But they 

offer guidance toward developing a constitutional culture that embraces the distinctive roles of the 

other branches and decenters the courts.      

Centering federal Indian law within a study of constitutionalism offers a range of theoretical 

implications.  This Article explores three.  First, is that Congress has a particular role in the making 

and interpretation of constitutional law.  This lesson is not new; public law scholars have long 

explored Congress’s central role in constitutional lawmaking—what some scholars have termed 

“legislative constitutionalism”xxv and others “departmentalism.”  But this Article aims to build on 

these literatures by studying Congress’s role in mitigating the constitutional failure of American 

colonialism.  Because federal Indian law rests in the context of judicial abnegation or the absence of 

judicial review, this body of laws and their histories provide insights into what Congress may 

uniquely offer the constitutional lawmaking process—that is, what is particularly legislative about 

legislative constitutionalism.  When the now dominant tide of the Court pulls back, it reveals the 

unique strengths and weaknesses of centering the process of development of constitutional, 
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meaning, values, and law within a legislature, rather than a court, a president, or in an inter-branch 

conflict.      

This Article posits that it is not coincidental that Native advocates focused their efforts on 

Congress, because it was the lawmaking institution most open to claims and debates about American 

colonialism and it was most able to fashion the constitutional remedies needed to mitigate American 

colonialism.  Much of the vitality of Congress’s role is rooted in the unique form of participation in 

the lawmaking process offered the public by the institutional structure of the Congress—more 

directly through the lower chamber of the House and more indirectly through the upper chamber of 

the Senate—through channels like the electoral process and through petitioning or lobbying.xxvi 

Because it has facilitated and supported practices of empowered engagement and discourse since the 

Founding, the Congress has long functioned as a central site of intersection between “the people 

themselves,” social movements, and the formal and informal shaping of constitutional law, values, 

and meaning.  Beyond unique forms of participation, Congress also offers distinctive constitutional 

remedies and, thus, fosters deliberation in distinctive constitutional registers than the courts.  Rather 

than packaging claims in terms of positive or negative rights and liberties, Native advocates have 

been able to address directly constitutional failures of representation, faulty structures of 

government, and the distribution of power.  Most central to the mitigation of American colonialism, 

Congress offers Native advocates the ability to reform the structure of the United States 

government, reshape its federalist framework, and redistribute power to subordinated communities 

as an insufficient and imperfect, but innovative form of constitutional remedy. 

A second theoretical implication arises from the fact that federal Indian law offers legislative 

constitutionalism a clear example where Congress interprets the United States Constitution directly.  

In contrast to quasi-constitutionalism, federal Indian law reveals areas of constitutionalism where 

Congress interprets and constructs big “C” constitutional law.  This is not to say that a legislative 
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constitutionalism informed by federal Indian law has no role for the courts.  Rather, in these 

domains, courts should be seen as collaborators within the constitutional lawmaking process—a 

polycentric constitutionalism among multiple constitutional lawmakers—and judges should be aware 

of their vital, but secondary role in making constitutional law in conversation with Congress.  Within 

federal Indian law, the courts have played this role by developing a range of judicial tools to engage 

in the constitutional lawmaking process alongside Congress, but without recognition of the 

constitutional implications—these include clear statement rules, canons of construction for treaties 

and statutes, and the rational basis review of congressional plenary power over Indian affairs.  

Scholars have debated readily the ambiguous status of these tools.  Understanding them as small “c” 

constitutional lawmaking in certain contexts could allow legal scholars, as well as courts, to reconcile 

clear statement rules, interpretive canons, and deferential review of plenary power as constitutional 

law—but constitutional law that defers to the greater authority of Congress as Congress interprets 

the Constitution directly.  

Finally, studying an area of law that necessarily deals with questions of government structure, 

fundamental rights, and constitutional values, but is largely regarded as “not constitutional law,” has 

much to contribute to the debate among public law scholars about the limits and possibilities of 

“constitutionalizing” areas of law.  Famously, a debate between Professors Reva Seigel and Robin 

West over the “de facto” Equal Rights Amendment began to address some of the concerns at stake 

in transforming issues of “ordinary politics” into questions of constitutional concern.xxvii  Federal 

Indian law, comprised of statutes and doctrine that advocates have fiercely reframed as “not 

constitutional law,” seems to support at first blush Professor West’s admonishment to avoid casting 

every political dispute into constitutional terms.xxviii  It is true that the recognition of inherent tribal 

sovereignty and its framework have been surprisingly stable,xxix especially in comparison to other 

constitutional failures and efforts to mitigate those failures.  Nor has federal Indian law fallen into 
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the individualistic or anti-communitarian ethos identified by West as a flaw inherent in constitutional 

discoursexxx—quite to the contrary.xxxi  But the construction of federal Indian law as “ordinary 

politics” reveals shortcomings also in avoiding a full-fledged constitutional conversation about 

American colonialism.  Federal Indian law fails to achieve wholly transcendent legal and policy 

solutions, because advocates must couch their advocacy in quotidian legal and political terms.xxxii  

Given the low profile of legislative constitutionalism at present, Congress seems to offer some 

respite from these shortcomings—allowing advocates to make constitutional arguments behind the 

closed doors of member offices.  But recognition of legislative constitutionalism within the academy 

and of Congress as a central constitutional lawmaker could serve to foster a more full-throated 

constitutional conversation about American colonialism and constitutional democracy and, thus, 

could foster more radical future solutions across a range of issues.   

This Article proceeds in four parts.  Part I explores legislative constitutionalism in the 

context of a particular case: federal Indian law—the intricate, exceptional, and deeply flawed body of 

laws that regulate the American colonial project.  Parts II through IV explore the theoretical 

implications of this case study.  Part II offers ways to better center the institution of the legislature in 

“second wave” legislative constitutionalism by examining the longue durée history of the Congress and 

the distinctive forms of participation and remedy it offers in the context of constitutional 

lawmaking.  It concludes that not only must reformers focus their efforts on restraining the courts, 

but they must, too, strive to empower the Congress to join our constitutional conversation as a full-

throated participant.  Part III offers ways to theorize Congress as an embedded and discursive 

institution—not a branch at war with the courts—by envisioning the Supreme Court’s role, in 

particular domains, as a creator of little “c” constitutional law to support big “C” constitutional 

interpretation in Congress.  This Part also situates federal Indian law within other areas of 

substantive constitutional law over which Congress wields supremacy today—either through judicial 
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abnegation or the Court’s declination of judicial review—to identify similar dynamics of polycentric 

constitutionalism across substantive areas.  Finally, Part IV closes with an exploration of the benefits 

and burdens of declaring areas of congressional supremacy as “not constitutional law” and 

speculates as to what might be gained by embracing Congress’s direct role in constitutional 

lawmaking and thereby allowing broad engagement with American colonialism in a constitutional 

register.     

I. Case Study: Federal Indian Law & Legislative Constitutionalism  

The following sections provide a study of Congress’s direct role in constitutional lawmaking 

in the case of American colonialism.  These sections describe the tactics, successes, and failures of 

Native advocates and their allies as they have forced Congress to recognize American colonialism as 

constitutional failure and to mitigate this failure by treaty, statute, and regulation.  Amidst this 

project, the United States has fashioned the body of law that regulates the relationship between 

Native people and the United States—federal Indian law.xxxiii  These laws are exceptional and offer 

the most robust form of recognition of tribal government sovereignty in the world.  These laws and 

their histories also offer a seemingly rare window into the process of congressional interpretation of 

the Constitution, its recognition of a constitutional failure at the heart of our constitutional law, and 

efforts to develop innovative forms of constitutional remedy and mitigation of that failure.  The 

lessons of Native movements, struggles, and successes to establish these fundamental changes are 

myriad.  But they offer guidance toward developing a constitutional culture that decenters courts 

and embraces the distinctive roles of the other branches in constitutional deliberation and in crafting 

structural solutions to constitutional problems.        

This Part details first how Native people advocated to the national government, and 

particularly Congress and the executive, to shape the American colonial project in ways that would 

better comport with United States constitutional values.  This Part then turns to the unique 
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constitutional remedies offered by Congress to mitigate the American colonial project.  Again, 

highlighting the agency and successes of colonized, subordinated peoples is not intended to diminish 

the constitutional failure of American colonialism; nor is it intended to whitewash the violence 

wrought upon Native people by the United States government and its polity in ways that were often 

embraced as lawful.  Rather, these examples reveal the unique constitutional conversation that 

formed around questions of colonialism in the context of a constitutional democracy—a unique 

constitutional culture that was and continues to be fostered by the institutional structure of the 

political branches and one that remains surprisingly absent from the courts.  Our common 

constitutional parlance might try to lump these conversations into those around rights—largely 

positive rights, but with some negative rights as well.  But a closer examination reveals constitutional 

discourse over American colonialism focused on failures of structure and representation directly, 

rather than crafting these conversations in terms of rights.  

A.  Structural Constitutional Claims 

[Section omitted (sample for context):  It is likely more accurate to say that Native  

people began by shaping the reach and meaning of the Constitution itself than to characterize their 

advocacy as more traditional constitutional claims making.  Native nations shaped the treaty power, 

for example, through practice, political power, military might, and diplomacy before arguing from 

those constitutional powers once established.  Native people argued from fundamental little “c” 

constitutional principles like the rule of law, consent of the governed, and the equal value of all men 

to persuade members of the Philadelphia Convention that conquest of Indian Country through 

violence was antithetical to the fledgling constitutional democracy.  A delegation of deputies from 

the Cherokee, Chickasaw, and Choctaw Nations traveled to Philadelphia in June of 1787, during the 

time of the constitutional convention.  During that visit, the deputies successfully persuaded the 

drafters of the new Constitution to adopt a policy of “purchase” as opposed to “conquest” in the 
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context of Indian affairs and Indian land, and to secure this policy by affirming the superiority of 

treaty law in the Supremacy Clause, grounding definitely the power to make treaties with Native 

nations and the power to “manag[e] affairs with” Native nations in the national government, and 

blocking all potential powers of state governments over Indian affairs.  State governments had 

competed with the national government for power over Indian lands under the Articles of 

Confederation leading to not only confusion, but bloodshed.]         

 
B.  Structural Constitutional Remedies 
 

In response to claims from Native advocates and their allies about the inherent tensions 

between colonialism and constitutional democracy, the national government has built a complex and 

innovative legal framework through statute, treaty, and regulation to mitigate American colonialism 

over the past two-hundred years.  These remedies reveal themselves as distinct from the remedies 

commonly offered in response to either positive or negative rights claims—instead, Congress crafted 

remedies that sound in structure rather than rights.   

First, in response to advocacy by Native nations and Native people, Congress reshaped the 

structure of the United States government across all three branches, as well as the breadth and reach 

of national power to facilitate better representation of Native peoples in their distinctive relationship 

with the United States as colonized peoples.  Many of these innovations repurposed government 

infrastructure that had been built initially to further the American colonial project.xxxiv  Second, 

through statute and treaty, the Congress defined the relationship between Native nations and the 

United States as one that excludes state power and jurisdiction, unless the national government 

authorizes and sets the terms of that jurisdiction.xxxv  Lastly, Congress has affirmed and structured 

the recognition of inherent tribal sovereignty and it continues to structure and facilitate today the 

ongoing government-to-government relationship between the United States and the over 570 
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federally recognized Native nations it recognizes.xxxvi  The following sections explore each of these 

forms of structural remedy in turn. 

1. Reshaping Representation 

Like many social movements, Native advocates have succeeded over time in changing the 

meaning and shape of our Constitution.  But the methods and aims of Native movements bear 

important distinctions from those of other social movements.  The first is that Native advocates 

have focused on developing forms of representation and relationship with the United States largely 

outside of the framework of citizenship and the vote.  The relationship between the United States 

and Native people, and especially the longstanding recognition of inherent tribal sovereignty by the 

United States, provides a form of representation to colonized peoples unlike any other government 

in the world.xxxvii  This is not to say Native advocates never sought citizenship and the franchise.xxxviii  

But Native people more often sought recognition of their Native nations as the primary aim of their 

advocacy and crafted their strategies as citizens of separate nations—a form of foreign national.  

Rather than a representative relationship mediated through the franchise, Native people sought 

recognition of their nations and a government-to-government relationship as their primary channel 

of representation as colonized peoples.   

The methods of Native advocates reflect those distinctive aims, as Native people turned 

early on to Congress and the President and leveraged international law, diplomacy, and 

treatymaking—coupled with petitioning, lobbying, and litigation brought largely by tribal 

governments.xxxix  Then, following the closure of the treaty process to Native nations in the late 

nineteenth century, Native advocates focused more closely on lobbying and petitioning to reshape 

the federalist framework by statute and to ensure the ongoing recognition of their tribal 

governments.xl  It was only in the twentieth century that Native advocates turned to citizenship, the 
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franchise, and enforcement of rights claims against the United States, and these aims were more 

often secondary to the aim of recognition of Native nations.xli  

Because representation of Native people was primarily through the government-to-

government relationship with Native nations, the structure of federal Indian law placed the “political 

branches” and, particularly Congress in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, in the lead in 

interpreting the constitutional values and issues at stake in the context of American colonialism.xlii  

This distinctive form of representation ensured that the constitutional departmentalism of the 

nineteenth century carried into the twentieth, and that it survived even the rise of judicial supremacy 

in the context of constitutional issues generally and particularly over the protection of minorities.xliii  

Today, this distinctive representative relationship continues to position Congress as the primary 

institution to deliberate over and address constitutional values in the context of American 

colonialism—but supported now by an extensive administrative apparatus, largely run by citizens of 

Native nations.xliv  Although the Supreme Court continues to adjudicate cases and to provide often 

in-depth forms of judicial review, the Court has also explicitly affirmed the authority of Congress to 

override the Court’s decisions by statute.xlv   

The relationship between Native people and Congress is, no doubt, in part due to historical 

contingency.  It was a relationship that arose from powers over war, foreign affairs, treaties, and 

commerce that the United States—powers that the Constitution designated to the branches with 

control over the military and foreign affairs,xlvi and these powers were more often used to 

subordinate and dispossess.  But the government-to-government relationship between Native 

peoples and the United States was also explicitly sought by Native people and Native advocates 

translated and repurposed subordinating frameworks into structures of empowerment and 

resistance.  It was also through this distinctive representative relationship that Native advocates 

persuaded Congress to translate the treaty and recognition powers to build a complex government-
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to-government relationship regulated by statute, engage in forms of legislative recognition when 

administrative recognition failed, and construct innovative statutory mechanisms of collaborative 

lawmaking.xlvii     

With respect to innovations in Native representation through a government-to-government 

relationship, the most central has always been the fact that Congress has kept its doors open to 

petitions, lobbying, and other forms of participation by Native nations as Nations.  Presidents, too, 

until the era of Andrew Jackson, engaged respectfully with delegates of Native nations as they did 

with other foreign diplomats.xlviii  For the hundred years of this nation’s birth, presidential 

administrations from Washington to Adams formed more treaties with Native nations than any 

other sovereign nation.xlix  In contrast, the federal courts largely denied entrée to Native nations and 

Native people to bring suit at all over the long nineteenth century and, even today, still adjudicate 

central issues of federal Indian law today without the formal intervention of Native nations.l  But, 

throughout history, the Congress has been open to the petitions of Native nations and Native 

people for redress—even when the executive branch turned against them. 

As a result of this distinctive relationship, both chambers of Congress developed specialized 

standing committees on Indian affairs and Congress designated administrative apparatus to trade 

with Native nations in the early nineteenth century.li  These specialized committees and 

administrative agencies had initially focused on war, removal, detention, and other forms of 

subordination.lii  But they also served as a locus for expertise and deliberation over Indian Affairs 

and Native petitions, and as a central place of engagement with Native nations and Native people.  

By submitting petitions to the Congress, many Native nations successfully instigated the treaty 

making process and enforced treaty law requirements through congressional petitions.liii  The 

nineteenth century is replete with examples of Native resistance to federal subordination.  But, 

beginning in the late nineteenth century, Native advocates began to successfully repurpose these 
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subordinating frameworks and, in the twentieth century, they have claimed certain committees and 

agencies to develop a unique framework of representation for Native people and Native nations.  

For example, Congress repurposed its established standing committees within each chamber 

to specialize in Indian Affairs and they are leveraged today to engage directly with Indian Country.  

Congress’s specialized committees on Indian affairs were abolished briefly in the twentieth century 

by the Legislative Reorganization Act, but the Senate reinstated its standing Committee on Indian 

Affairs in 1984. liv  The House also recently recreated its own standing subcommittee focused on 

Indigenous peoples during the 116th Congress (2019-2021).lv  These committees serve as point of 

entry for Native advocates and often seek out the expertise and input of Native nations in crafting 

legislative mitigations of American colonialism.   

These innovations of representation within Congress have fostered a longstanding 

relationship between Congress and Native nations and reflect a constitutional culture within 

Congress that recognizes the issues of American colonialism—even those involving constitutional 

values derived from a document that excluded Native people—and facilitates the participation of 

Native nations in determining mitigations and solutions.  Congress has continued to support and to 

strengthen these innovative forms of representation even following the success of Native advocates 

in pressing for state and national citizenship for Native peoples, which they achieved via the Indian 

Citizenship Act of 1924.lvi  No doubt, these innovations continue to fall short of certain 

responsibilities that the United States fails to fulfill under treaty law—the promise of the 

appointment of Native nation delegate to Congress in the 1835 Treaty of New Echota with the 

Cherokee Nation, most notably.lvii  But highlighting them and their role in facilitating constitutional 

deliberation over issues of American colonialism could begin a conversation on whether these 

modest gains by Native advocates could be strengthened by a more full-throated conversation about 

legislative constitutionalism.   
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In addition to reshaping the inner structures of the House and Senate, Congress has also 

reshaped the face of the American state to provide an agency that specializes in regulating Indian 

affairs, engaging in consultation with Indian Country, and in mitigating American colonialis.  

Congress has also shaped parts of other agencies to better facilitate the regulation of the relationship 

between the United States and Indian Country.lviii  Importantly, after developing this specialized 

infrastructure, Congress has affirmatively placed Native peoples at the helm of that state.  Today, the 

government-to-government relationship is regulated by a specialized branch of executive, the Bureau 

of Indian Affairs (BIA), an agency that began as part of the Department of War in the early 

nineteenth century.lix  As of 2010, because of hiring preferences established by the Congress 

beginning in the 1930s, 95% of employees within the BIA were citizens of Native nations.lx  As 

would always be the case in the context of ongoing colonialism, the relationship between Native 

nations and the Bureau of Indian Affairs is complex and deeply imperfect in many ways.  Scholars 

have also begun to recognize the ways that funding streams and other forms of institutional design 

have undermined the representative function of these institutions—leaving any government-to-

government relationship in name only.  But understanding these innovative forms of representative 

and their creation as a form of constitutional remedy crafted by Congress in response to the failures 

of American colonialism could help to clarify their purposes and to better secure their constitutional 

role in the future. 

Beyond constructing innovative institutions within the federal government to provide unique 

forms of representation to Native nations and Native peoples, Congress has also reformed the 

horizontal separation of power between the branches.  Congress envisions its role as so central to 

providing representation to Native nations that it has even claimed some of the power of the other 

branches for itself, when it has determined that other branches have failed to uphold the 

constitutional values at stake in mitigating American colonialism.  For example, Congress has taken 
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steps across the latter half of the twentieth century to better define and articulate the recognition 

process by which the United States recognizes Native nations.lxi  As the Supreme Court has noted,lxii 

recognition of Native nations operates differently as a constitutional matter in the context of the 

recognition of Native nations than it does in the context of the recognition of foreign nations. 

Traditionally, the recognition power is seen as largely the province of the executive.lxiii  But, in 

federal Indian law, Congress has both asserted a formal role for itself and it has defined the process 

for the other branches.  Much of that distinction is due to Congress taking a strong lead in regulating 

federal Indian law more generally and taking seriously its role in upholding the trust responsibility.   

Although recognition of Native nations has a muddled and often contradictory legal history, 

historically, the United States has recognized Native nations through sovereign-to-sovereign forms 

of diplomacy and settlement like treaties and executive-legislative agreements.lxiv  But the United 

States has also recognized Native nations through simple statute, executive order, and regulation.lxv  

Throughout, because Congress has declared that the federal trust responsibility is limited to those 

Native nations that the United States has recognized as sovereign, the Congress has taken an 

affirmative role in identifying those Native nations the United States has recognized and articulating 

the contours of the recognition process.  Along with the drafting and the passage of the Indian 

Reorganization Act of 1934, Congress published a list of Native nations eligible for inclusion under 

the IRA.lxvi  The IRA list was controversial and problematic.lxvii  But it also created clarity for the first 

time as to which tribes the United States claimed to have recognized.  Native nations excluded from 

the IRA list by Congress then began to petition the Bureau of Indian Affairs for recognition through 

an ad hoc process that continued until the 1970s.lxviii  During this same period, however, Congress 

continued to assert a role for itself in the recognition process.  Not only did Congress claim to have 

unilaterally terminated federal recognition of certain Native nations in the 1950s and 60s,lxix it also 

asserted the sole power to reinstate recognition of those Native nations once terminated.  In the 
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early 1990s, Congress acted to make explicit the multiple channels of recognition available to Native 

nations—including recognition by the standard administrative process, the judiciary, as well as 

Congress through simple statute.   

The standard story within federal Indian law is that recognition is primarily the work of the 

executive branch through the Office of Federal Acknowledgement and through the formal 

recognition process established by that office.lxx  But recent studies have shown that more nations in 

the last twenty years have received recognition by lobbying Congress than by petitioning the 

executive.  There is also evidence that Congress took the lead in exercising the recognition power 

even before that time.  Recent empirical work by Professor Kristen Carlson found that in the nearly 

forty-year period from 1975 until 2013 more Native nations had gained recognition by congressional 

statute than the formal administrative process within the Bureau of Indian Affair’s Office of Federal 

Acknowledgment.lxxi  Although the majority of Native nations advocated to both the Congress and 

the BIA, Carlson also found that the success rate for lobbying Congress—measured by legislative 

activity, including bill introduction, hearings, and bill passage—to gain recognition was higher than 

the success rate for petitions submitted to the BIA.lxxii      

On the eve of the Congress’s end-of-the-year holiday recess in 2019, for example, one of the 

final votes cast that year resolved a 125-year advocacy campaign by the Little Shell Chippewa Nation 

to gain recognition from the United States.lxxiii  Congress then sent the bill to the desk of President 

Donald Trump, where it was signed without fanfare.lxxiv  In gaining recognition by statute, the Little 

Shell Nation joins a burgeoning number of Native nations that have received recognition through 

Congress in recent years.  The Trump Administration alone signed bills that recognized seven 

Native nations, all sent to the President’s desk within the last two years of his administration.lxxv   

The innovative forms of representation Native people and participation of Native nations 

crafted by Congress in the context of federal Indian law, do gesture toward something more than 
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historical accident.  Congress has taken a distinctive role in building and preserving the government-

to-government relationship between the United States and Native nations—a relationship that 

serves as the sole bulwark against furtherance of the American colonial project.  In doing so, 

Congress most often points to its “trust responsibility” in recognizing Native nations and fostering 

their self-determination.lxxvi  Scholars have parted ways on the source and substance of the trust 

responsibility.  But the national government has described the trust responsibility in essentially 

constitutional terms: “The Government, following ‘a humane and self-imposed policy . . ., has 

charged itself with moral obligations of the highest responsibility and trust,’ obligations ‘to the 

fulfillment of which the national honor has been committed.’”lxxvii  For a variety of reasons, most 

notably to avoid the encroachment of juricentric constitutionalism and to preserve Congress’s role, 

the trust responsibility is rarely addressed in an explicit Constitutional register.  It is difficult, if not 

incorrect, to identify a single cause of the continued centrality of Congress to identifying the 

constitutional issues at stake in the context of American colonialism.  But Congress continues to 

affirmatively point to the trust responsibility and deliberate over its terms in crafting unique forms of 

representation for Native nations and Native peoples.  Whatever the cause, Congress has long 

provided a unique form of representation to Native nations and Native peoples and, in that role, it 

has taken the lead in identifying, deliberating over, and crafting solutions to uphold constitutional 

values in the context of American colonialism.   

2. Shifting Power 
 
 In addition to shaping distinctive forms of representation, Congress has also responded to 

Native advocacy by shifting “power” to Native communities.  Rather than seek substantive 

outcomes from another government—like equality, freedom of speech, or economic security—

Native advocates have long focused their efforts primarily on shifting governing power to their 

communities to allow their own governments to secure equality, freedom, and economic security.  
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The paradigmatic strategy by which Native advocates have successfully shifted power to their 

communities has been by securing the recognition of inherent tribal sovereignty—recognition that 

was secured not through the courts, but through the President and Congress—and then by shaping 

the reach and meaning of that recognition.     

Today, Native nations govern hundreds of thousands of tribal members and land masses 

larger than several states—all as semi-sovereign enclave states enclosed within the alleged territorial 

borders of the United States.lxxviii  Of the over 570 federally recognized Native nations, many have 

drafted, ratified, and amended their own tribal constitutions.lxxix  These constitutions have 

established federated governments, judiciaries, executive branches, and legislatures.lxxx  Over the 

lands reserved to Native nations by treaty, those nations exercise civil and criminal jurisdiction 

through their own governments.lxxxi  Many Native nations have passed complex criminal and civil 

codes by statute and regulation, and many have developed nuanced bodies of published common 

law through their court systems.lxxxii  Some tribal governments have successfully established a social 

safety net for their tribal citizens unseen within the United States—including head start 

education,lxxxiii elder care,lxxxiv health insurance,lxxxv energy to heat and cool homes,lxxxvi and universal 

basic income.lxxxvii  Native nations have also assumed power within our federal framework.  Through 

a series of self-determination statutes, beginning in the 1930s and peaking in the 1970s, Congress 

has recognized the ability of Native nations to assume administration of federal regulatory schemes, 

receive federal funds to administer federal welfare programs, contract with other United States 

governments, and to assume control of hospitals, schools, and other infrastructure within Indian 

Country run previously by the national government.lxxxviii  In addition to establishing governments 

born of and limited by constitutions, many tribal governments formed business organizations 

insulated from tribal politics to administer natural resourceslxxxix and to run tribal businessesxc—
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allowing for a level of experimentation and exploration of social democracy unheard of in 

neighboring jurisdictions.   

The recognition of inherent tribal sovereignty and the complex statutory frameworks that 

govern that recognition today were born of longstanding advocacy tactics of Native nations and 

Native peoples that predated the founding of the United States.  Even before the Founding, the 

Native peoples of North American organized around power to endure and resist the violence and 

subordination to which they were subjected by European governments who claimed ownership over 

Native homelands and their settler citizens.  Arguing from principles of international law, Native 

advocates centered “sovereignty” as the locus of an independent power and sought recognition of 

that sovereignty through a range of advocacy tactics.  In particular, Native people leveraged 

longstanding Indigenous forms of diplomacy, petitioning, treatymaking, and war to force the 

fledgling United States to recognize the inherent sovereignty of Native nations from its earliest 

days.xci  These tactics resulted in both formal and informal constitutional change.  When treaty 

practice with both state governments and the federal government became muddled under the 

Articles of Confederation, Native people sent delegates to the constitutional convention to argue for 

and secure an exclusive national power over Indian Affairs.  The face of the Constitution reflected 

the fact that the United States intended to construct an empire through the dispossession of Native 

homelands.  But the process by which this dispossession would occur, through militarized violence 

or through diplomacy, was unsettled.  Native delegates, at least in part, helped shape the formal 

constitutional power of the national government over Indian affairs.  But Native advocates 

leveraged these tactics, as well, to informally shape the constitutional power of the National 

government. 

It is important to not overstate the influence of Native advocacy in resisting American 

colonialism, especially during the long nineteenth century.  The history of this period largely reflects 
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the fact that the United States approached the colonization of Native peoples and lands through 

militarized violence.xcii  The United States waged a lawless and extraordinarily violent series of wars 

against Native nations and Native peoples—wars provoked by the failure of the United States to 

uphold treaty promises and to respect the sovereignty of an independent people.xciii The “closure of 

the frontier” in the late nineteenth century saw Native people held in detention camps built by the 

national government on remnants of the lands guaranteed to them by treaty law.  Federal law 

continued the colonial project that violence had started:  In the latter half of the nineteenth century, 

Congress abolished recognition of Native governments, criminalized political practice, outlawed 

Native religions, regulated the structure of Native families, and forced Native children into federally-

run boarding schools that would “kill the Indian in him, to save the man.”xciv  Critics are right to 

identify the racism at the heart of these laws, and there are deep issues with overstating the agency of 

subordinated peoples subject to the American colonial project.  But the body of federal Indian law is 

not exhausted by the reservation era.  Its breadth did not begin, nor does it end there.   

Federal Indian law reflects also the tactics and strategies of Native agency.  These laws 

reflect the ways that Native nations and Native peoples organized to resist American colonialism 

and to eventually force the United States to translate its diplomatic constitutional powers to 

recognize their governments even following these periods of subordination and to secure power to 

their communities to govern.  Originally, the United States Constitution reflected a compromise 

over the constitutional failure of colonialism.xcv  Native advocacy did not resolve the compromise 

toward diplomacy.  But it did ensure that the diplomatic approach to colonization would continue 

and not fall into dormancy like so many other aspects of constitutional text.  Native advocates 

forced the United States to exercise the powers of recognition and treaty making granted it by the 

Constitutionxcvi—shaping these powers across the nineteenth century even beyond their application 

to Indian Country.xcvii   
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Because national power stood at the helm of the American colonial project and because 

Congress captained that power, the institution has been behind policies both egregious and not.  

The dominant narrative of Native history across the long nineteenth century rightly centers the 

violent and subordinating policies of federal government like the antebellum era Trail of Tears—a 

result of Congress’s passage of the Removal Actxcviii—and the reservation era of the late nineteenth 

century—a project largely of the executive, but sanctioned by congressional appropriations and 

facilitated by Congress’s allotment efforts that followed.xcix  It is important to not overlook, however, 

histories of Native political agency and advocacy also, and the role of Congress in translating that 

advocacy into innovative structural and constitutional change.  Treaty law, rather than statutes, 

dominated the formation of federal Indian law from the Founding into the antebellum era, and 

Native nations were involved directly within the lawmaking process as initiators, negotiators, 

signatories, and joint implementors of that treaty law.  The first treaty signed by the fledgling United 

States was with a Native nation,c and the United States negotiated and signed the majority of its 

treaties with Native nations in its first hundred years.ci  Over the long nineteenth century, it was the 

Senate that took the lead in ratifying hundreds of treaties with Native nations, while the House 

involved itself in upholding treaty law through the appropriations process.  Notably, it was this same 

treaty practice that fueled the expansion of the United States—from a thin strip of colonies clinging 

to the Eastern Seaboard to a vast and plural Nation state that ran from “sea to shining sea” by the 

twentieth century.   Then, in response to an appropriations rider passed in 1871 that purported to 

end the treaty practice with Native nations,cii Native advocates persuaded Congress to translate the 

recognition and treaty powers into complex and innovative forms of recognition and collaborative 

lawmaking across the twentieth and twenty-first centuries.ciii     

Congress has exercised these translated treaty and recognition powers to construct 

innovative statutory and institutional frameworks that aim to mitigate American colonialism by 
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regulating the relationship between Native nations, the United States, and the several states.  These 

“super statutes” ensure ongoing recognition of inherent tribal sovereignty and maintain a more 

collaborative government-to-government relationship during the lawmaking process.  When faced 

with the abject failure of the ongoing project of American colonialism over Native people in the 

1920s in the publication of the Meriam Report,civ Congress crafted over the twentieth and twenty-

first centuries intricate statutory frameworks that mitigate the realities of American colonialism by 

recognizing Native Nations, fostering tribal sovereignty, and mimicking through domestic legislation 

the collaborative lawmaking process of treaty lawmaking.cv  Much like the Congress’s approach to 

other constitutional values in the nineteenth century, the Congress began to create a swath of 

innovative forms of governance during the progressive era in order to better mitigate the realities of 

American colonialism.cvi  The centerpiece of these statutory frameworks—and the statute that 

provides the primary framework by which the relationship between the United States government 

and the over 570 federally recognized Native Nations is defined—is the Indian Reorganization Act 

(“IRA”) passed in 1934.cvii  Like other super-statutes,cviii the IRA was crafted after over a hundred 

years of experimentation in the realm of Indian affairs and was passed following deep deliberation 

regarding the nature of the United States as a constitutional democracy and a colonial power.cix  The 

IRA aimed to mitigate the realities of American colonialism by providing a framework through 

statute that would recognize the inherent sovereignty of Native Nations, foster self-governance by 

offering Native Nations the ability to form constitutional governments that the United States would 

recognize, and by providing a formal framework through which the three sovereigns within the 

United States—the national government, the states, and tribal governments—would interact in 

government-to-government relationships and engage in collaborative lawmaking.cx  The bill itself 

was crafted in collaboration with Native Nations and their representatives, and required affirmative 

consent by each Native Nation in order to take effect within that jurisdiction.cxi   
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Later statutes have mimicked and built upon the structure of the IRA.  During the self-

determination era of the late 1960s and early 1970s, the Congress passed a slew of legislation similar 

to the IRA that, among many other policy areas, afforded Native Nations the ability to contract and 

compact over their own educational, safety, housing, and health services;cxii to assume authority over 

the placement of Native children in the context of adoption and foster care—including the ability to 

override state law with tribal law;cxiii as well as established a formal means by which states and Native 

Nations would govern, fund, and distribute profits from gaming enterprises within the state’s 

territorial borders.cxiv  Throughout these legislative histories, the Congress has routinely cited to the 

particular power it holds under the Constitution with respect to Native Nations and the particular 

responsibility it must fulfill under the trust doctrine to mitigating the realities of colonialism.cxv  

Native advocates have also pressed Congress to translate the collaborative lawmaking values 

of the treaty power into the context of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries.  Beginning with the 

IRA in the 1930s, Congress has conditioned much of federal Indian law on the consent of individual 

Native nations in the application of those laws—meaning that Native nations can opt-in or opt-out 

of various legal frameworks that shape their sovereignty, giving them a veto power over the laws 

that govern their citizens and territory.  Congress has also given Native citizens the power to run the 

federal regulatory infrastructure that governs the government-to-government relationship with their 

nations through hiring preference statutes.cxvi  Hiring preferences do not ensure a particular 

substantive outcome, nor do they exempt those regulations from the administrative processes that 

govern rulemaking and adjudication generally.  But they do provide an innovative form of power 

shifting to Indian Country by ensuring that “cause lawyers inside the state” will wield the power of 

the state, should they choose to.cxvii  Congress and the executive have also ensured that lawmakers 

outside of the BIA will seek out the consultation of Native nations in crafting regulations pertinent 

to Indian Country through statutes like the Native American Graves and Repatriation Actcxviii and 
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through a series of executive orders requiring consultation.cxix  More recently, federal agencies have 

built upon this culture of collaborative lawmaking to begin to “comanage” certain areas of 

regulation, like public lands that include sites sacred to Native people, through intergovernmental 

cooperative agreements signed with Native nations.cxx       

3. Structuring Federalism 
 

In addition to formally and informally shaping the recognition and treaty powers, Native 

advocates have persuaded the Congress to reshape the federalist framework to mitigate the 

American colonial project.  Under the Articles of Confederation and disputes over the Constitution, 

Native peoples learned quickly that state governments were often too close to their settler citizens to 

uphold the rule of law with respect to treaties, borders, and Native sovereignty.  The national 

government was certainly not anti-colonial.  But, at least in its early years, it seemed as though it 

would support forms of diplomacy and treaty making not consistently upheld by state 

governments.cxxi   

Given those lessons, Native advocates pushed early on to strengthen national power over Indian 

Affairs and, given the predominant interest in land speculation among the Founding Fathers, 

Congress was happy to oblige.  Since the Founding, Congress has consistently restructured the 

federalist framework to affirm national power as central to Indian affairs and has cemented the 

boundaries between Native nations and the several states.  Even when Congress has authorized state 

jurisdiction over Indian Country in narrow instances,cxxii it has consistently affirmed federal power to 

set those boundaries and has adjusted state jurisdiction over time.cxxiii Although the Supreme Court 

has increasingly asserted an independent role for itself in determining these boundaries, it has—at 

least for now—continued to affirm the supremacy of congressional power in policing the federalist 

framework with respect to Native nations.cxxiv 
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During the very first congress, Congress passed the first of a series of Trade & Intercourse Acts 

that affirmed federal power over Indian Country, limited state power, and reinforced the separation 

of state jurisdiction from Indian Country within each state’s enabling act.  The very first Congress, 

for example, passed An Act to Regulate Trade and Intercourse With the Indian Tribes in 1790, a 

statute that defined the fundamental contours of our federal system by placing all of Indian Country 

under federal criminal jurisdiction and by requiring a federal license to enter Indian Country and 

trade with Native people.cxxv  Congress continued to strengthen the Trade and Intercourse Act with 

a series of amendments until 1834, referred to collectively as the Trade and Intercourse Acts, in 

which Congress strengthened federal power over Native people, trade, and lands.cxxvi  These statutes 

worked hand-in-glove with the treaty process to respect the borders of Native lands set by treatycxxvii 

and to ensure the recognition of tribal sovereignty.  Although state governments recognized 

exclusive federal power and that the result of these statutes and treaties was the exclusion of Indian 

Country from each state’s “ordinary jurisdiction,”cxxviii many states continued to challenge federal 

power and tribal sovereignty.cxxix  In response, Congress continued to strengthen the Acts during the 

antebellum era.cxxx   

When it became clear that the Trade and Intercourse Acts and myriad treaties with Native 

nations were insufficient to affirm exclusive federal power over Indian Country in the face of 

increasingly combative southern states, Congress turned to other constitutional powers to shape the 

federalism framework.  For example, Congress began to leverage its power under the Property 

Clausecxxxi  to require that new states joining the union acquiesce in their enabling acts to federal 

power over Indian lands.cxxxii  It also further strengthened federal power over Indian Country to 

combat complaints by state governments over Indian Country as a law-free jurisdiction.   

The relationship between state and tribal governments has been one of the most contested 

and fraught areas of federal policy since the Founding.cxxxiii  It also became an area of constitutional 
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crisis during the antebellum era, when the Supreme Court faced off with President Andrew Jackson 

on the question of the jurisdiction of the state of Georgia over the Cherokee Nation.cxxxiv  It was in 

the context of federal Indian law that Congress constructed the federalist framework of the United 

States—envisioning its role as final decisionmaker over the states on questions of American 

colonialism.cxxxv  It was also in this context that Native advocates learned that the Supreme Court, 

even when supportive of tribal sovereignty and Native advocacy, was too powerless to police the 

federal framework.  Following the antebellum era, Native advocates turned instead increasingly to 

the political branches of the national government to police these boundaries and, in the twentieth 

and twenty-first centuries, Native nations have begun to advocate directly to state governments to 

ensure their powers of self-determination and the preservation of their borders.   

Today, the relationship between state and tribal governments is far more enmeshed than at 

the Founding.cxxxvi  But Native nations continue to set the terms of this relationship by calling in the 

power of Congress where necessary, as well as by exercising the economic and political capital 

secured by Native nations through self-determination over time.  Congress also continues to 

structure the relationship between states and Native nations through statutes like Public Law 

280cxxxvii that require the consent of Native nations, collaborative lawmaking frameworks like the 

Indian Gaming Regulatory Act,cxxxviii and by ratifying and enforcing agreements between states and 

Native nations.cxxxix   

 
II. IMPLICATIONS: CENTERING THE “LEGISLATIVE” IN  LEGISLATIVE CONSTITUTIONALISM 

 
[Sections omitted (sample for context): Reflecting upon the history and structure of federal 

Indian law allows a broader conceptualization of legislative constitutionalism—and perhaps, even, 

constitutionalism writ large—than that proposed by earlier literatures.  Rather than aiming 

specifically at core areas where the Supreme Court has asserted its juricentric constitutionalism, 
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federal Indian law reveals a constitutional culture that is collaborative and mutually constituted with 

the communities it governs—and also, importantly, still practiced today within the Congress.cxl   

  

 
A closer examination of federal Indian law provides a deep dive into a form of legislative 

constitutionalism rarely seen today—that is, an area of constitutional law involving thorny 

constitutional values where Congress has maintained fidelity to its co-equal role in interpreting and 

enforcing the Constitution.cxli  In essence, it offers us an opportunity to put the “legislative” back in 

legislative constitutionalism.   

One of the central questions that arises in the context of federal Indian law is: why 

Congress?  What better situates Congress as an arbiter of constitutional values in the context of 

American colonialism than the courts?  Is the relationship between Native advocates and Congress a 

result of historical contingency or are there particular institutional features of Congress, both in 

terms of representation and remedy, that make it a more amenable forum than the courts? 

The following sections explore some of the distinctive aspects of Congress—its openness to 

the public, including people and the margins and their movements, along with its ability to offer 

structural remedies to constitutional problemscxlii—to conclude that the centrality of Congress to 

federal Indian law is more than historical happenstance.  Rather, recognizing Congress’s 

constitutional leadership in the context of mitigating American colonialism as arising from its 

distinctive institutional features could provide us with a deeper understanding of legislative 

constitutionalism and could help us envision a constitutional culture with a more prominent role for 

Congress.]  

III. IMPLICATIONS: THE ROLE OF THE COURTS IN LEGISLATIVE CONSTITUTIONALISM 
 

[Omitted] 
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IV. IMPLICATIONS: ENSURING “CONSTITUTIONALISM” IN LEGISLATIVE CONSTITUTIONALISM 
 
 

[Omitted] 

CONCLUSION 
 

[Omitted] 
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